All the Energy of the
Crypto Community
in the strongest
Deflationary
Token ever

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to GenkiDama Elon.
The project was born with the idea of enclosing all
the merits of memecoins in a single token.
The name is inspired by one of the most famous
fighting techniques of GOKU (Dragon Ball Saga),
THE SPHERICAL ENERGY better known in the
manga world with the name of GENKIDAMA. The
name Elon comes from the most famous admirer of
the crypto world, the one who brought the
community token sector to attention.

WHY GENKIDAMA
ELON?

The mission is to make our token among the best
performing on the market.
We will thus give the opportunity to all investors to
obtain substantial profits as a reward for choosing
us.
This concept will be strengthened thanks to the
implementation of various services (mainly DeFi)
aimed at building an ecosystem that offers
advantages to the whole community, in fact, one of
our goals is to be listed on the major CEXs on the
market.

ECOSYSTEM
NFT
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GENKIDAMAPAY

GENKI-SWAP

STAKING DEFI

We aspire to gradually release the products and
services listed above, explained in the following
slides, as the project grows, unifying them in a
single application (GENKIDAMAPAY) which will be
implemented with new features and services to
improve the customer experience.

We will create our own collection of NFTs
inspired by the Dragon Ball - Elon union
characteristic of our brand, which will give
exclusive advantages to each owner.

Lock your $GENKI tokens in our staking protocol
to earn more $GENKIs with an extremely
competitive APY.

Buy GenkiDama Elon gadgets, clothes and much
more proving yourself a true fan of our
community!

We will create a multichain Dex from which you
can exchange your favorite tokens with one click
in a totally decentralized way.

Our flagship service; a single app to access,
where you will have your wallet and all the
services offered by GenkiDama Elon easily
accessible with a click. Once launched, we will
always release new features to improve the
community experience.
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All the data in the chart show how the presale
funds will be distributed.
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TOKEN DETAILS

TOKEN NAME: GenkiDama Elon
SYMBOL: $GENKI
DECIMALS: 18
CONTRACT: 0xdcAC4d2590692180A526eFB9345a58860F659Dc0
CHAIN NAME: Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)

BUY TAX 10%
SELL TAX 10%

4% LIQUIDITY POOL
3% BUSD REWARDS
3% MARKETING

ENJOY BUSD
REWARDS

X

Get passive rewards in BUSD equal to
3% of each transaction, keeping at least
500000000000 of $GENKI in your wallet.

ROADMAP
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

- TOKEN BORN
- 5K TELEGRAM MEMBERS
- SOCIAL NETWORK
- PRESALE MARKETING
- WEBSITE RELEASE
- AUDIT AND KYC

- LAUNCH ON PANCAKESWAP
- COINMARKETCAP LISTING
- COINGECKO LISTING
- 10K HOLDERS
- DEFI STAKING
- HUGE MARKETING

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

- SMALL CEX LISTING
- 20K HOLDERS
- BRIDGE MULTICHAIN
- UNISWAP LISTING
- NFT COLLECTION
- CERTIK AUDIT

- 50K HOLDERS
- GENKI-SWAP
- MORE CEXs LISTINGS
- CONTESTS AND EVENTS
- MERCHANDISING
- TRUST WALLET LOGO

PHASE 5

PHASE 6

- BIG CEX LISTING
- 100K HOLDERS
- GENKIDAMAPAY RELEASE

STAY TUNED…

FOLLOW US
@GenkidamaElon

@genkidama_elon_off

@GenkiDamaElon

www.genkidamaelon.com

DISCLAIMER
Like any crypto currency, GENKIDAMA ELON is a speculative investment and
involves high degrees of risk. Investors must have the financial ability, experience
and willingness to bear the risks of an investment. There is also no guarantee that
GENKIDAMA ELON investment objective will be achieved. Potential investors are
advised to seek expert financial advice before making any investment decision and
should be aware that they may not fully recover the amount invested.
NO ADVICE: this Whitepaper does not constitute any investment advice, financial
advice, trading advice or recommendation by GENKIDAMA ELON , its affiliates, or its
respective officers, directors, managers, agents, advisors, or consultants on the
merits of purchasing tokens nor should it be relied upon in connection with any
other contract or purchasing decision. Nothing on the platforms of reddit, discord,
telegram, twitter, this white paper or website is, or should be relied on as, a
promise or representation in the future.
GENKIDAMA ELON or any party associates makes no representation regarding the
likelihood or probability that any actual or proposed account allocation will in fact
achieve a particular investment outcome or goal. Please realize that
cryptocurrencies have the value that individuals associate with it. Be wise in
investing money into any digital currency. Prices fluctuate and tokens can be lost
easily due to digital mishaps and other technical forms of theft even though
security above all else is our top priority incidents may occur. GENKIDAMA ELON ,
it’s affiliates, or its respective officers, directors, managers, agents, advisors and
consultants are not liable for any choices users make with GENKIDAMA ELON is
not a company or business. This is an open source community token.

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES have been made to the recipient of this
Whitepaper or its advisors as to the accuracy or completeness of the information,
statements, opinions or matters (express or implied) arising out of, contained in, or
derived from this whitepaper or any omission from this document or of any other
written or oral information or opinions provided now or in the future to any
interested party or their advisors.

